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Abstract—An assessment study of a novel approach is pre-
sented that combines discrete state-space Dynamic Programming
and Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle for online optimal control
of hybrid electric vehicles (HEV). In addition to electric energy
storage and gear, kinetic energy and travel time are considered
states in this paper. After presenting the corresponding model
using a parallel HEV as an example, a benchmark method with
Dynamic Programming is introduced which is used to show the
solution quality of the novel approach. It is illustrated that the
proposed method yields a close-to-optimal solution by solving the
optimal control problem over one hundred thousand times faster
than the benchmark method. Finally, a potential online usage is
assessed by comparing solution quality and calculation time with
regard to the quantization of the state space.

Index Terms—Optimal control, Pontryagin’s Maximum Prin-
ciple, Dynamic programming, velocity control, hybrid vehicles,
energy management

NOMENCLATURE

s, t Space coordinate and time.
k Index of discretized space coordinate.
Nk Final index k.
ω Crankshaft speed.
v Vehicle longitudinal velocity.
γ Gear ratio.
m Vehicle mass.
ca, cα Air drag and slope coefficient.
ηg Efficiency of the gearbox.
PS, PS,e Chemical and electrical power of the storage.
U,R Storage voltage and resistance.
FE,d, FT,d Dissipative forces for engine and gearbox.
σ, g States: engine state (on/off) and gear.
ES, EV States: storage energy and kinetic energy.
fS, fV, ft State dynamics for the indexed state.
xd,xc,x Vectors for discrete, continuous and all states.
FE, FM, FB Control signals: Forces of engine, motor and

brake.
uσ , ug Control signals for σ and g
ud,uc,u Vectors for discrete, continuous and all control

signals.
{̂·} Value or index of maximum.
{·}′ First derivative with respect to s.
Δ{·} Step size.
{·}+ Value at the next instant.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) are widely regarded as
one of the most promising solutions to the mitigation of
environmental issues caused by the ever-increasing usage of
fossil fuels in transportation [18]. In addition to the internal
combustion engine (ICE), HEV powertrains include one or

more electric machines (EMs) and an electric storage, typically
a battery. This provides an additional source of power for
propulsion which can be exploited to decrease the fossil fuel
consumption by 1) recuperating braking energy that can be
stored in the battery for later use, 2) shutting down the ICE
during idling and low power demands and 3) operating the ICE
at more efficient load conditions by storing the excess energy
in the battery or assisting the ICE at high traction demands
[13].

The fuel consumption and energy efficiency of an HEV
depend crucially on the energy management strategy (EMS).
For a certain gas pedal position and energy state of the vehicle,
the EMS determines the split of demanded power between the
power sources (ICE and EMs). Additionally, it may choose the
ICE on/off state as well as the gear selection for powertrains
with an automated gearbox. HEVs equipped with a telemetry
system may further improve the energy efficiency by planning
the anticipated power split over a receding horizon in front of
the vehicle.

Large amount of scientific research has proposed EMS
that controls three vehicle states, battery energy, gear and
ICE on/off. Besides purely heuristic approaches, model-based
control is the preferred implementation, where the EMS is
coordinated by an optimal control algorithm. A comprehensive
overview of different optimal, suboptimal and heuristic EMS
for HEVs can be found in [19], [26].

Among the optimal control methods, Dynamic Program-
ming (DP) is the one most commonly used ([24], [25], [31],
[41], [42], [45], [49]), since DP can be easily applied to nonlin-
ear, non-convex and mixed-integer control problems. However,
a limitation of DP is the so-called curse of dimensionality,
i.e. the computational effort increases exponentially with the
number of state variables [1], which hinders the online usage
(on-board the vehicle) of the algorithm.

With the aim of decreasing the computational effort, meth-
ods based on the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle (PMP)
[36] have been proposed which adjoin the system dynamics
to the objective. One of these well-known methods is the
Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS) [35]
which simplifies the problem by neglecting the battery energy
limits as well as by considering the gear and ICE on/off as
control signals, rather than state variables [7], [15], [23], [27],
[32]. Other methods retain the battery energy constraints, but
require heuristics for the integer decisions. An example is the
PMP method presented in [50] and the convex optimization
methods proposed in [30], [38], [46].

To overcome the disadvantages of each single method,
combinations of different optimization methods have also
been suggested, which typically separate the integer from
the real-valued decisions. For instance, the approach in [33]
combines DP and PMP by disregarding battery energy limits
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and regarding gear and ICE on/off as integer states. Similarly,
[47] uses a combination of both methods to control the battery
energy and the ICE on/off decision, by keeping battery energy
limits in a series hybrid bus. Methods that combine convex
optimization with either PMP or DP have been proposed in [9],
[28], [34], [37]. These methods retain battery energy limits,
while in the case of a combination with DP, gear and ICE
on/off are also considered as integer states.

Besides the EMS, another factor that significantly affects
the vehicle energy efficiency is the possibility to optimally
control the kinetic and potential energy storage by varying the
vehicle velocity in a hilly terrain, while satisfying the travel
time given. For instance, a more efficient driving style can
be achieved by decreasing velocity when climbing uphill and
increasing velocity while rolling downhill, instead of wasting
energy at the brake pads.

Improving energy efficiency by optimizing vehicle velocity
has been applied to both conventional and hybrid vehicles.
For instance, an early implementation for optimal velocity
control of conventional passenger cars using DP for real-time
application was presented by Porsche, called ACC InnoDrive
[39]. Other approaches using DP concentrate on controlling
velocity on short-range trips, e.g. the distance between two
traffic lights [8], [48]. Using DP for both velocity control and
gear shifting of conventional trucks has been proposed in [16],
[17]. Furthermore, DP is used for optimal velocity control of
truck platoons [6], but there, for the sake of computational
efficiency, gear, ICE on/off and travel time are removed from
the state vector, and the engine model is reduced to a simple
constant efficiency.

Besides DP, other methods are examined for velocity control
of conventional vehicles. For instance, convex quadratic pro-
gramming has been proposed by [12]. A real-time capable,
nonlinear predictive control approach for velocity control in
urban areas is presented by [22]. Early research calculating
the optimal velocity of a conventional vehicle with PMP was
done by [43]. A combination of convex optimization and DP
has been applied by [29] for optimal velocity control and gear
selection for a platoon of conventional vehicles.

In comparison to velocity control of conventional vehicles,
the velocity control of HEVs is more challenging due to
the higher number of states. A comprehensive overview of
publications dealing with this topic can be found in [44].
As hinted by [44], this is currently one of the topics most
researched in the area of energy efficient vehicle control.

Despite the high number of states, real-time control using
DP is possible when, for instance, the prediction horizon
is short [53]. Nonetheless, it is not the preferred approach
due to the high computational load of having the two real-
valued states (velocity and battery energy) and possibly the
two integer states (gear and engine on/off). Bosch developed
a system called Eco-ACC which uses DP for an offline
calculation of deceleration trajectories when drawing near a
slower vehicle [10]. The results of DP are used to obtain
lookup tables for a control unit implementation.

Approaches for velocity control of HEV using methods
other than DP are also possible such as the ACC system for
HEV trucks, presented by [51], in which the authors employ

nonlinear optimization methods. In [52], a solution with PMP
using a sum of piecewise affine continuous functions is pre-
sented. However, integer states are neglected and the model is
restricted to strictly convex functions. Similarly, the procedure
in [22] can be extended to control the power split in HEV as
well. This method is used in [54] to optimize HEV trucks in
a platoon.

Combinations of different methods are also investigated. An
approach, published recently, decouples the integer from the
real-valued decisions, so that DP selects gear and powertrain
mode, while control of velocity and battery energy are chosen
by convex optimization [20], [21]. However, model approxi-
mations may be required to derive a convex program [4].

In contrast to the previous approaches, this paper proposes a
novel method for optimal control of velocity (kinetic energy),
battery energy, engine state and gear of an HEV, without the
need for a convex model. Sampling is performed in the space
coordinate along the traveled distance, which introduces the
travel time as a fifth state and allows hilly terrain of any
shape to be included directly in the problem. To overcome
the high computational burden associated with the travel time
as a state, the approach in the present paper combines DP
and PMP. DP controls the vehicle’s kinetic energy and gear,
given the costates for battery energy and travel time; wherein
the costates are obtained by applying the PMP. Similar to most
ECMS approaches, the single shooting method is used to solve
a two-point boundary value problem (2PBVP). This ensures
that final constraints on the battery energy and the travel time
are met.

The proposed method provides the globally optimal solution
when the battery energy limits are not activated. For other
operating conditions, it has been observed that the proposed
solution is close-to-optimal, with an error of less than 2.5 % in
fuel consumption, compared to a benchmark solution obtained
by DP. An online implementation of the novel algorithm is
computationally feasible by using a rougher quantization of
the state space, with the cost of increased fuel consumption
compared to the offline solution.

This paper is organized as follows. The general optimal
control problem is stated in Section II. Section III provides a
benchmark solution obtained by solving a discrete state space
DP. Section IV presents the proposed PMP-DP approach.
Section V provides a case study in which the results of both
the DP and the PMP-DP method are compared for different
final state conditions. Section VI comes to a conclusion and
gives an outline of ongoing research in the field.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this section, the problem is formulated for optimal energy
management of an HEV. The method proposed is presented
for an HEV powertrain in a parallel configuration [13, p. 61].
However, it is straightforward to apply the method to other
powertrain concepts as well.

A. Vehicle Model

The parallel HEV powertrain used in this study is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The powertrain includes an ICE that converts
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Fig. 1. Structure of a P2-HEV (according to [20]). It shows the energy flow
from the fuel tank to the ICE which is connected with the EM. The storage
delivers energy to the EM or receives energy from it. When the clutch is
disengaged the engine is turned off. Otherwise the torques of ICE and EM
add up. The resulting torque is transmitted by the gearbox to the wheels.
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Fig. 2. Map of ICE efficiency and force bounds. Force and speed are given
in terms of their maximum values F̂E and ω̂.

chemical fuel energy to mechanical propulsion energy. The
ICE is connected coaxially with an EM, which enables a
hybrid mode of operation in which the ICE and the EM may
split the necessary torque for propulsion. As energy storage, an
electric battery is used, providing energy to the EM when the
EM is in motoring mode, and receiving energy when the EM is
in generating mode. This enables recuperation of energy when
the vehicle is braking (decreasing kinetic energy) or going
downhill (decreasing potential energy), and storing of excess
energy in the battery when the ICE is delivering more torque
than needed. Conversely, the ICE can be supported by the EM
using the stored battery energy.

The ICE efficiency map, as a function of engine speed
and torque, is provided in Fig. 2. It can be seen that engine
efficiency drops significantly at low speed and torque. There-
fore, the goal of the hybrid operation is to move the engine
operating points at the higher efficiency area, or to turn the
engine off and drive purely electrically. In order to remove
engine friction losses in pure electric operation, the powertrain
includes a clutch to disengage the ICE. The corresponding
engine on/off state σ is controlled by the binary signal uσ .
When σ = 1, distribution of both ICE torque (TE) and EM
torque (TM) is possible. The direct connection ensures an

identical rotational speed of both the ICE and the EM

ω(v, g) =
v

r
γ(g) (1)

which depends on the longitudinal vehicle velocity v, the
dynamic rolling radius of the wheels r and the gear ratio γ(g).
The latter is determined by the gear g that is an integer system
state controlled by the signal ug. The two integer states form
the discrete vector

xd = (σ, g) (2)

while the corresponding vector of discrete control signals is
denoted as

ud = (uσ, ug). (3)

The ICE force FE = TE/r, the EM force FM = TM/r and
the mechanical brake force FB are control signals as well.
They are gathered in the vector of continuous inputs

uc = (FE, FM, FB), (4)

which finally gives the entire input vector

u = (uc,ud). (5)

The forces FE and FM add up to a crankshaft force which
the gearbox translates to a wheel force. The gearbox has an
efficiency ηg that determines its dissipative force

FT,d(u) =

{
(FM + FEσ)(ηg − 1)/ηg, for FM + FE ≤ 0

(FM + FEσ)(1− ηg), for FM + FE > 0
(6)

which counteracts the wheel force. The brake and the driving
resistance due to inertia, air drag and road slope cause further
counteracting forces. Accordingly, the balance of forces at the
wheel is

mv
dv

ds
+ cav

2 + cα + FB = (FM + FEσ − FT,d(u))γ(g),

∀s ∈ [s0, sf ],
(7)

where m is the vehicle mass, ca is a constant for the air drag
and cα a slope-dependent factor. The balance is formulated
in a space coordinate s, which denotes the travelled distance
starting from an initial position s0 to a final position sf . The
term vdv/ds in (7) derives directly from the time to space
transformation

dv

dt
= v

dv

ds
. (8)

Note that, for brevity, the dependency on s is not displayed.
All states and control signals and some coefficients in this
paper depend on s. Constants that do not depend on s are
displayed in upright letters. For instance in (7), ca does not
depend on s while cα does.

It can be noticed that the state dynamics in (7) are non-
linear. A straightforward way to remove nonlinearity, without
introducing approximations, is to perform a variable change,
where kinetic energy

EV =
1

2
mv2 (9)



is used as system state instead of longitudinal velocity. In space
domain, the derivative of vehicle energy transforms into

∂EV

∂s
= E′

V =
1

2
m
dv2

ds
= mv

dv

ds
= mvv′, (10)

where the prime symbol ( ′ ) is used as a shorthand notation
for the first derivative with respect to s. As a consequence,
10), (7) can be written as

E′
V = fV(u, EV, g) =

(FM + FEσ − FT,d(u))γ(g)− FB − 2caEV/m− cα

∈ m[amin, amax],
(11)

which gives the state differential equation of the kinetic energy
fV that is limited by the minimum acceleration amin and the
maximum acceleration amax.

Since the problem is formulated in space coordinates, the
travel time t is introduced as a system state. Its state dynamics
are expressed by

t′ = 1/v = 1/
√

2EV/m = ft(EV). (12)

The battery energy ES is a system state which is gathered
with the other continuous states in the vector

xc = (ES, EV, t) (13)

which is included in the complete state vector

x = (xc,xd) (14)

together with the integer states. The battery energy dynamics
are then described by

E′
S = −PS(FM,x)/

√
2EV/m = fS(FM,x), (15)

where the chemical (i.e. internal) battery power PS is consid-
ered to be negative when charging.

The battery is modeled as a series connection of an ideal
voltage source and an ohmic resistance (cf. [13, p. 97]).
Accordingly, the chemical power

PS(FM,x) = PS,d(FM,x) + PS,e(FM,x) ∈ [PSmin,PSmax],
(16)

which is limited by the constant bounds PSmin and PSmax, is
the sum of the dissipative power PS,d and the battery terminal
(electrical) power

PS,e(FM,x) = PM(FM,x) + PM,d(FM,x) + PA. (17)

In (17), the EM mechanical power is

PM(FM,x) = TM(FM)ω(x) = FM

√
2EV/mγ(g), (18)

where PA is the auxiliary power and PM,d(FM,x) is the EM
dissipative power which is given as a static lookup table.
Providing a more informative depiction, the lookup table in
Fig. 3 shows the EM efficiency.

The battery losses

PS,d(FM,x) =(
U(ES)−

√
U2(ES)− 4R(FM,x)PS,e(FM,x)

)2

4R(FM,x)

(19)
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Fig. 3. Map of EM efficiency and force bounds. The force is given in terms
of its maximum value F̂M.
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Fig. 4. Dependency of open-circuit voltage and the battery state of energy.
The voltage is given in terms of its maximum value Û .

depend on the terminal power, the battery resistance R(FM,x)
and the open-circuit voltage U(ES), which is illustrated in Fig.
4. The abscissa shows the battery’s state of energy (SoE), i.e.
the battery energy normalized with respect to its maximum
value. The resistance

R(FM,x) =

{
R+, for PS(FM,x) ≤ 0

R−, for PS(FM,x) > 0
(20)

may change value, depending on whether the battery is being
charged or discharged.

B. Problem Formulation

This section formulates the optimal control problem using
the previously introduced model.

The main objective is to minimize fuel consumption for a
given slope profile, subject to state and control constraints.
The amount of fuel, expressed as consumed fuel energy,
is the integrated sum of FE and the dissipative ICE force
FE,d(FE,x) over s, which is provided by the lookup table
illustrated in Fig. 2. In addition to the fuel energy, the objective
is augmented with additional two terms

L(u,x) = (FE + FE,d(FE,x))σγ(g)+|uσ|βσ+|ug|βg (21)

where βσ and βg are weights introduced to penalize driver
discomfort and loss in energy due to frequently changing



engine state and gear, respectively. Hence, the optimal control
problem is:

minimize
∫ sf

s0

L(u,x)ds (22a)

s.t.

x′
c = fc(u,x) (22b)

x+
d = xd + ud (22c)

x(s0) = x0, x(sf) = xf (22d)
x ∈ [xmin,xmax] (22e)
uc ∈ [uc,min(x),uc,max(x)] (22f)
uσ, ug ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, (22g)

where x+
d denotes the discrete states at the next space instant.

In problem (22), the function

fc(u,x) = (fS, fV, ft) (23)

combines the state dynamics of the continuous states. The
initial and final state conditions are given by the vectors x0 and
xf , respectively. The state space is bounded by lower (xmin)
and upper (xmax) limits. More specifically, the limits on ES

and xd are constant, while the limits on EV and t depend on
s. Note that the limits of travel time and the bounds on kinetic
energy depend on each other. For instance, the upper limit of t
can be derived from the lowest possible velocity, i.e. the lower
bound on EV and vice versa.

Similar to the states, the continuous inputs have lower
and upper bounds expressed by uc,min(x) and uc,max(x),
respectively. The bounds on the ICE force and the EM force
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively, depend on ω(v, g),
and consequently, on the states EV and g. The mechanical
braking force FB ∈ [0, inf] is nonnegative.

Remark 1. Since problem (22) is written in continuous space,
a mathematically correct description is to replace the discrete
control signals in the objective with a Dirac delta function that
is non-zero only at instances where the integer decisions are
nonzero. This slight abuse of notation has, however, a minor
consequence, since in the reminder of the paper the problem
is rewritten and solved in discrete space.

Remark 2. Alternative formulations of problem (22) exist
where the terms multiplied by βσ and βg are not present in
the objective. Consequently, former decisions of uσ would not
affect the fuel consumption and the engine state σ could be
removed from the problem, while uσ would simply take values
in the set {0, 1}. Further simplifications, by e.g. removing the
gear state, are not possible, unless the allowed gear shift set
{−1, 0, 1} is replaced with the set of all possible gears.

III. BENCHMARK SOLUTION

This section reformulates problem (22) in discrete space and
provides the optimal benchmark solution by implementing a
discrete state-space DP.

DP uses Bellman’s Principle of Optimality [1], [2], i.e. it
computes the optimal solution by splitting the problem into
subproblems. The principle states that when a trajectory Π

from an initial state to a final state is optimal, a trajectory
from any intermediate state on Π to the final state is also
optimal as well as a trajectory from the initial state to any
intermediate state on Π. This means that DP can be computed
forward or backward in time (or more precisely in space, for
problem formulation (22)).

In order to use DP, the hybrid (mixed-integer) control
problem (22) is transformed into a purely integer problem by
discretization of the space coordinate and quantization of the
continuous states xc and control signals uc. For brevity, the
same symbols used in (22) represent discrete signals hereafter.
Thus, the discrete problem formulation is

minimize
Nk∑
k=1

L(x,u)Δs (24a)

s.t.

xc(k + 1) = xc(k) + fc(u,x)Δs (24b)
xd(k + 1) = xd(k) + ud (24c)
x(0) = x0, x(Nk) = xf (24d)
x ∈ [xmin,xmax] (24e)
uc ∈ [uc,min(x),uc,max(x)] (24f)
uσ, ug ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, (24g)

in which k denotes a discrete instant of s, Δs is sampling
interval and Nk is the total number of sampling instances. The
reformulated problem (24) is solved with a discrete state-space
DP. However, the vast state space leads to a high computational
effort which prevents an online usage. Due to this, DP is used
solely to benchmark the novel approach introduced hereafter.

IV. PMP-DP APPROACH

A computationally efficient algorithm is proposed in this
section by combining PMP and DP. First, PMP is applied
on problem (22) in order to derive important properties of
the optimal costate values. These propoerties are then used to
propose the novel PMP-DP algorithm.

A. PMP formulation of the problem

Following Pontryagin’s maximum principle [11], [14], prob-
lem (22) can be solved by formulating the Hamiltonian

H(x,ψ,u) = L(x,u) +ψT fc(u,x), (25)

where the vector of Lagrange multipliers

ψ = (ψS, ψV, ψt) (26)

includes the costates ψS, ψV and ψt, which relate to the
continuous states ES, EV and t, respectively. Hence, the
problem is reformulated as

minimize H(x,ψ,u) (27a)



s.t.

ψ′ = −∂H(x,ψ,u)

∂xc
(27b)

xd(k + 1) = xd(k) + ud (27c)
x(0) = x0, x(Nk) = xf (27d)
x ∈ [xmin,xmax] (27e)
uc ∈ [uc,min(x),uc,max(x)] (27f)
uσ, ug ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, (27g)

where (27b) is a necessary condition that has to be fulfilled
if the continuous state constraints in (27e) are not activated at
the optimum [11], [14]. The objective function changes from
the Lagrange resolvent (22a) to a local minimization of the
Hamiltonian (27a).

Under the assumption that the battery open circuit voltage
variation (see Fig. 4) can be neglected [13, p. 214], it can be
assumed that H(x,ψ,u) is not a function of ES, the battery
costate would satisfy

ψ′
S = −∂H(x,ψ,u)

∂ES
= 0 (28)

at all instance where battery energy limits are not activated.
Thus, if battery energy limits are never activated, ψS can
be seen as constant, i.e. one scalar value that satisfies the
final constraint on the battery energy. This is a widely used
strategy, known in literature as the Equivalent Consumption
Minimization Strategy (ECMS), where the scalar costate is
obtained by solving a 2PBVP [23], [47], [50]. A disadvantage
of ECMS is that it cannot prevent a violation of the battery
energy limits in (27e), since the optimal costate might not
be constant (even for a battery with constant open circuit
voltage), but might change value each time the battery energy
limits get activated. Several methods have been proposed in
literature to resolve this issue, but besides the purely heuristic
approaches, the method proposed by [50] can be seen as the
most promising. Here, we adopt the approach by [50], where
the problem is solved by recursively splitting the horizon into
segments at instances where the battery energy limits would be
most violated, if scalar battery costate would be used for the
entire segment. The resulting solution is a piecewise constant
battery costate, which is the globally optimal solution for
certain types of convex energy management problems [50].
For generally non-convex problems, such as problem (24), it
has been observed that the piecewise constant solution is close
to the optimum [23].

The costate for the travel time is a constant scalar value for
the entire driving cycle, because its differential equation

ψ′
t = −∂H(x,ψ,u)

∂t
= 0 (29)

is not dependent on the travel time. Moreover, following (12),
the travel time is monotonically increasing and its state bounds
are activated only at the beginning and the end of the horizon,
so a horizon split is not necessary.

In contrast to ψt and ψS, the costate for the kinetic energy
ψV is not constant and there are no known approximations that
can be used to obtain a close-to-optimal costate trajectory. A
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Fig. 5. Algorithm of PMP-DP approach. After initialization, problem (30) is
solved iteratively for the full horizon in a subprogram which finds the values
for the costates and outputs the state and control trajectories. Afterwards,
it is checked if the bounds on the battery energy are activated, since the
subprogram neglects the corresponding constraints. If the bounds on ES are
violated, the horizon is split at k̂ which is the point where the bounds are
exceeded the most. Subsequently, problem (30) is solved for the new segment.
Note that the final state conditions are adapted, which is not displayed here.
The segmentation is repeated until the battery energy does not violate the
bounds. Following, the final position of the segment becomes the starting
position of the next segment. After all segments are solved, the algorithm
outputs the control trajectory.

single shooting is in this case numerically unstable, due to a
strong dependence on the initial value of the costate [3, p. 221].
Therefore, the following subsection introduces an approach
to overcome this obstacle by combining DP with the costate
properties (28) and (29) derived from PMP.

B. PMP-DP algorithm

The idea behind the novel approach is to use the Hamil-
tonian as the objective function for a discrete state space
DP, where the states for battery energy and travel time are
effectively removed from the problem, given the values for
their corresponding costates (ψS and ψt). The costates, in
turn, are obtained by solving 2PBVP with horizon splitting
as proposed by [50]. The resulting algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 5, where, the problem



minimize
kf∑

k=k0

L(x,u) + ψS fS(u,x) + ψt ft(u,x) (30a)

s.t.

EV(k + 1) = EV(k) + fVΔs (30b)
xd(k + 1) = xd(k) + ud (30c)
x(k0) = x0, x(kf) = xf (30d)
x̃ ∈ [x̃min, x̃max] (30e)
uc ∈ [uc,min(x),uc,max(x)] (30f)
uσ, ug ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, (30g)

with x̃ = (EV,xd), is solved iteratively. After the start of
the algorithm, a subprogram solves the problem (30) for the
whole horizon without constraints on ES and for initially
guessed values for ψt and ψS. Subsequently, ψt is iterated
using the bisection method until t(Nk) ≈ tf , where tf is the
final constraint on the travel time. The value for ψS is found
in the same way. The initial values for the costates determine
whether the algorithm will converge and how many iterations
are needed to come to a solution. Thus, usable initial values are
found performing a parameter variation. As a result, the values
ψt(k0) = 0 and ψS(k0) = −2.5 are used here. Additionally,
it is not always possible to exactly meet the final constraints
because of non-linearities in the model, which is, for instance,
discussed in [33]. Hence, the subprogram exits after a finite
number of iterations and selects the solution closest to the final
constraints.

If ES computed by the subprogram is not within the state
limits for all k, the segment’s final point kf is set to k̂ which is
the point at which the limits are exceeded the most (see [50]).
At k̂, the final state condition is set to the respective limit. If
ES of the shortened segment violates the state bounds again,
the segment is split again in two parts and the procedure is
repeated. Otherwise, the next decision block checks whether
the current segment is the last. If this is not the case, the
segment from the actual kf to the final point of the horizon
will be computed and if necessary split again. The process is
continued until the control trajectory for the whole horizon
is calculated. In order to determine the solution quality of
the control trajectory yielded, the next section presents a case
study.

Remark 3. Problem (30) does not include any consider-
ation for drivability and driver discomfort. However, it is
conceptually straightforward to include a penalty on high
acceleration with a negligible increase in computational effort.
Other drivability aspects, such as penalty on longitudinal jerk,
are computationally more expensive, since they require an
additional state in the problem.

V. CASE STUDY

Here, the implemented PMP-DP (Section IV) is assessed by
comparing its results with the benchmark solution (Section III)
and by estimating its computational effort at a rapid control
prototyping unit.

TABLE I
STATE QUANTIZATION FOR SIMULATION.

State Step Size Grid Points
t 0.01 s 4949 (only DP)
ES 5 kJ 271 (only DP)
EV 5 kJ 25
g 1 6
σ 1 2

A. Setup

The model in Section (II-A) is parameterized with the
properties of a large passenger car with a mass of 1800 kg
including a battery with a maximum energy of about 0.5 kWh.
The power output of the ICE is 221 kW and of the EM is 28
kW.

The sample data used was recorded during a test drive
with a passenger car on a randomly selected interurban route
in Germany. The car’s navigation system provides prediction
data specified by the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
Interface Specifications (ADASIS) protocol [5], [40] to the
vehicle bus. ADASIS includes information about velocity
restrictions, curvature and slope for an upcoming horizon of
8.2 km at maximum. As a reason of the computational effort
and resulting calculation time of the DP, only 5 km of such
a horizon with one set of starting values (v = 30 km/h,
SoE = 50%, t = 0, g = 2, σ = 0) are computed for all
possible final states.

The restrictions on velocity and the maximal apex speed
given by the sample data are used to compute an upper kinetic
energy state bound. A vehicle moving relatively slow becomes
an obstacle for traffic participants. This is the reason why a
positive lower bound on kinetic energy is also imposed. To
obtain it, 120 kJ are subtracted from the upper bound which
corresponds to a deviation of about 9 km/h when the upper
velocity limit is 100 km/h. Additionally, this lower bound
decreases the number of transitions that need to be computed
and thereby the computational effort.

B. Implementation

For simulation, the velocity bounds and the road slope are
discretized with a step size of Δs = 10 m and the states are
quantized with the values shown in Table I. Note that the travel
time state with its large number of grid points has the biggest
impact on the computational time of the DP. However, this
fine quantization is selected to keep the discretization error of
t small. The quantization values of ES and EV are chosen to
compute the benchmark solution in a reasonable amount of
time. Although a finer quantization would yield even better
results the chosen quantization is sufficient for comparison,
since both approaches use the same values.

In this paper, the benchmark solution as well as the PMP-DP
are coded in MATLAB1 and implemented in forward direction.

C. Solution Quality

In order to compare the solution quality, results for a set of
different final conditions (travel time and SoE) are computed

1MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of both methods for full discharge of the battery. The continuous states in the two upper plots show only slight differences in behavior
as well as the engine state decision (see fourth plot from the top), while the gear trajectories (third plot) are equal.
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Fig. 7. Fuel consumption over travel time for balanced SoE (50 %). Due
to bounds for the minimal kinetic energy (see. Fig. 6) which enforce a worse
velocity trajectory, the best point is not the longest travel time (slowest average
speed). This is why the costate of the time shown in the second axis has to
be negative to reward going slower. Consequently, the value ψt = 0 yields
the lowest fuel consumption.

with DP and PMP-DP. For each comparison both methods
use the same initial and final states. To give an understanding
of the different scenarios, one with a relative poor result is
depicted in Fig. 6. Here, the kinetic energy state is represented
by the velocity shown in the top plot together with the state
bounds and the road altitude.

The second plot from the top in Fig. 6 illustrates the battery
energy and its limits which are reached at 2.7 km causing
a segmentation of the PMP-DP (explained in Fig. 5). It is
pointed out, that the integer states in plots 3 and 4 from the
top in Fig. 6 make only a few changes due to the penalty
factors βg and βσ . Omitting these terms would lead to frequent
changes of g and σ because they would adopt their respective
best value at every instant.

Note, that ψt = 0 leads to the lowest fuel consumption but
does not yield the longest travel time. This behavior which is
shown in Fig. 7 is caused by the minimum state bound for
EV that enforces at some sections operating points where the
drive units have a poorer efficiency.

TABLE II
DECLINE IN SOLUTION QUALITY OF THE PMP-DP (%).

Final SoE Travel Time
(%) 270 s 280 s 300 s 320 s 340 s 360 s
0 1.63 2.18 2.19 2.18 2.47 2.15
25 -0.04 -0.02 0 -0.02 -0.01 0
50 -0.06 -0.01 0 0 0.03 0
75 -0.17 0.04 0.06 0.15 0.13 0.02

100 1.21 0.3 0.48 0.26 0.17 1.26

In the example shown in Fig. 6 the ICE is only turned on
a few times because most of the propulsion energy comes
from the battery. This leads to a low fuel consumption so
that the slight differences of the state trajectories, shown in
the upper four plots, yield a relative big error of 2.36 % in
solution quality. This is confirmed when looking at Table II
which shows the decline in fuel consumption by the PMP-DP
for different values of travel time and final SoE. Note, that
PMP-DP cannot ensure meeting the final conditions exactly.
Thus, the corresponding benchmark solution yielding the same
values is picked for comparison. It can be seen that PMP-DP,
which does not suffer from a discretization error of the time
state, yields even better results than the benchmark solution
(negative decline). The highest difference occurs for minimum
and maximum final SoE, since in these scenarios the battery
energy bounds are hit. However, even in these scenarios the
error is negligible, as it can be observed in Fig. 6 that the
state and control trajectories between the proposed and the
benchmark solutions almost completely overlap.

D. Computational Effort

Solving the proposed PMP-DP method required about 60 s
on a personal computer2. The benchmark method is computa-

2A Lenovo Thinkpad T430s with an Intel Core i5-3320M and 16 GB RAM
is used.
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tionally more challenging and it has therefore been solved on a
high performance computer (HPC) cluster3. Yet, obtaining the
globally optimal solution with DP required about 124 days.

It has been observed that PMP-DP needed less than 15
iterations for obtaining a solution within 3 s tolerance in travel
time and 1 % in final SoE. Yet, the computational effort with
the current settings is too high to allow an online usage of
PMP-DP. Decreasing the computational load is possible, by
e.g. increasing the sampling interval, decreasing the prediction
horizon, or decreasing the resolution of state quantization.

Fig. 8 shows the solution quality for different step sizes of
Δs computed at a rapid prototyping control unit4 (RPCU). Due
to an excessive computational effort, results for the reference
with finest discretization (Δs = 1m) are computed using the
HPC. For the same reason the HPC was used in advance to
perform a comprehensive variation of Δs, ΔES and ΔEV.
As a result, the same values for ΔES and ΔEV shown in
Table I are used for the assessment with the RPCU as well.
To determine online capability it is estimated how long the
calculation of one iteration is allowed to take. When driving
with a velocity of 150 km/h the vehicle needs 120 s for a 5 km
horizon. Assuming the maximum of 15 iterations, to come to
a solution, each one should be calculated in less than 8 s at the
RPCU. As shown in Fig. 8 the PMP-DP can possibly be used
online when accepting about 17 % higher fuel consumption
compared to the one with the finest discretization, which is
calculated with the HPC.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper presented a novel method that solves the five
state mixed-integer problem over one hundred thousand times
faster than the benchmark method with nearly the same
solution quality. The computational effort of the PMP-DP can
be adjusted by varying the sampling of the position so that it
can even be used on a vehicle control unit.

Future research will focus on further decreasing the compu-
tational effort and improving the driveability. A huge benefit
in calculation time can be expected when succeeding to solve
the problem only with PMP (27), since the DP causes most

3One node with 24 cores (Intel E5-2690) and 5 GB RAM per Core were
used on the Bull HPC-Cluster (Taurus) at The Center for Information Services
and High Performance Computing (ZIH) at Technische Universität Dresden

4DSpace MicroAutoboxII

of the computational effort. On that account, it is necessary to
find an approximation for the dynamic equation of the kinetic
energy costate. In this context, the integer decisions have to
be considered as control signals, rather than states, whose
effect on the solution quality and computational time has to
be studied as well.
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